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Abstract 

This thesis evaluates a method for extracting architectural dependencies and performance 

measures from an evolving distributed software system. The research goal was to establish 

methods of determining potential scalability issues in a distributed software system as it is being 

iteratively developed. The research evaluated the use of industry available distributed tracing 

methods to extract performance measures and queuing network model parameters for common 

user activities. Additionally, a method was developed to trace and collect system operations the 

correspond to these user activities utilizing automated acceptance testing. Performance measure 

extraction was tested across several historical releases of a real-world distributed software system 

with this method. The trends in performance measures across releases correspond to several 

scalability issues identified in the production software system.    
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Web applications today are among the most critical and fastest growing categories of software 

systems. With the rapid adoption of the software as a service model (SaaS) by both business and 

consumer software producers, nearly every system we interact with from our bank card [1] to 

fitness trackers [2] now rely on remote, highly distributed web back-ends that enable a wide range 

of connected services. The end-user benefits of a SaaS infrastructure are clear: transparent 

updates, data retention, increased reliability. However, development operations team face the 

challenge of scaling operations from tens, to thousands, to billions of requests per day as traffic 

and application complexity of these web services increase.  

Modern web software architectures have been evolved to meet these new scaling demands. 

Research shows that a microservices approach is effective in managing system elasticity and fault 

tolerance while providing helpful software boundaries for projects with large teams and many 

features [3]. However, there are substantial challenges in implementing a microservice based web 

application versus a more traditional monolithic system. In many cases, the requirements of a 

web application may change drastically and suddenly as the company pivots to a new business 

model. Due to the increased difficulty in planning, monitoring, and deployment, a microservice 

based approach may be the wrong choice for a system early in its development [4]. 

Software testing practices have also evolved to meet the more rapid pace of software 

deployment. The adoption of automated unit, integration, and acceptance testing in continuous 

integration and continuous deployment practices have helped tremendously with ensuring that 
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software quality is not heavily compromised by the addition of new features. There has also been 

substantial research in performance testing these distributed systems in the events of increased 

scale or server failure [5]. Engineering teams at large, performance driven organizations like 

Netflix, Google, and Amazon even go as far as to inject failure events into their production 

environment to ensure their system can recover within acceptable tolerances [6]. 

There is a gap here, however, mostly not addressed by academic or industry literature. Existing 

research involves systems already operating at scale and does not seek to follow codebases as 

they evolve. Such approaches do not take into account the needs of evolving software teams, 

especially those of start-ups. In many cases, the software system being developed will transition 

from relatively small workloads with a low feature count to large scale with high workloads and 

significantly increased software complexity in a short period of time. The reality is that most 

software teams must balance scalability and performance concerns against further development 

of their product. Much as the software evolves, for many start-ups, the software development 

practice evolves as well. For many teams, software quality and performance is not a concern until 

they receive sufficient negative feedback, or until it begins to affect customer retention rate [7]. 

The goal for evolving start-up teams is not initially to meet performance goals, but to understand, 

as they scale in workload and software complexity, which components of their system are near 

failure and will need to be addressed as the entirety of their system eventually evolves towards a 

performant, microservices based architecture. 

1.2 Real World Evolving Distributed System 

Echosec Systems provides a SaaS-based platform which allows users to collect, sort, filter, and 

analyze real-time social media data [8]. The system uses an event-driven system to dispatch data 

retrieval, processing and display processes asynchronously. The asynchronous approach is used to 

reduce the latency of the critical path for the end user. The original version of Echosec solved its 

critical path issue by using the web clients to manage requests to synchronous threads. This 
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approach had the effect of reducing critical path time and perceived performance issues but relied 

on an external client to coordinate the calls.  

As the client transitioned from three to more than ten data sources, this approach degraded in 

performance. Reliance on the client as a data coordinator also prevented the system from being 

able to process dependent pipeline steps reliably and recover from errors. In later evolutions of 

the platform, data retrieval and processing business logic were moved to server-side processes 

using an event-based processing model. Understanding how these code changes effected the 

performance of the event-based system at-scale was critical to prioritization of engineering work 

as new data feeds and features were rolled out. 

1.3 Thesis Scope 

Determining the performance envelope of components in a highly connected distributed system 

can be difficult. Continuous collection of the data is challenging, in part due to the ongoing 

evolution of modules within the codebase. Long-tailed service times, shared event queues, and 

circular dependencies of components (caused by retry logic and recursion) result in complex 

dynamic behaviors, making static analysis untenable. In order to balance new feature development 

with the maintenance of technical debt, the development team at Echosec required a means to 

determine the utilization of system components at projected workload scales weeks to months 

down the line. A possible approach to this problem is to create a full-scale load test harness. 

Such solutions though usually require considerable implementation and maintenance efforts, and 

the automated test harnesses running the load test must be kept up to date with realistic user 

traffic. Additionally, such a solution would only be able to determine at what load response time 

degrades, not what specific component interaction was causing the degradation. 

Many of the metrics required for simulation and analysis of the system utilization, however, 

could already be collected from existing testing apparatus. Furthermore, a simulation of the 

system at-scale can be performed substantially faster and at a better cost point than a full-scale 
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load test. A development team could run a simulation in response to each change committed to 

the code base, something not reasonably achievable with full-scale load tests. 

Additionally, by performing the analysis and simulation regularly to changes in the 

implementation, the results can be used as a tool to guide and manage the software development 

process. Analysis of the trends in component utilization as the software evolves provide the team 

with a valuable measure to how technical debt is being incurred. The ability to map this technical 

debt to future performance and cost impacts can give the team the confidence needed to prioritize 

maintenance efforts at the right time in the software development lifecycle.  

1.4 Thesis Overview 

The goal of this thesis is to outline a methodology where existing software testing and tracing 

methods can be applied to a continuous integration (CI) pipeline. Analysis of the extracted traces 

can then be used to deduce the performance envelope of system components; allowing component 

by component re-architecture to be prioritized appropriately in the evolution of the codebase. 

The contribution of this thesis can be summarized as follows. 

1. Develop a methodology and implementation for transparently recording trace data from 

an application during automated acceptance testing in a CI pipeline 

2. Develop a methodology for extracting dependencies between component boundaries in 

the system, and building queue parameters from those values 

3. Analyze changes to the Queuing Network Model as the software evolves to determine 

upcoming scalability issues in the system 

4. Suggest improvements to the model and how it could be used in conjunction with a 

Queuing Network Model simulation to provide automated warning of upcoming scalability 

issues in a continuous integration workflow.  
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Chapter 2  

Background 

 

As scale and demand of web applications have increased, development and deployment has 

changed. In order to adapt to demand as the audience for an application grows, the development 

can benefit from making architectural changes that yield better performance at-scale. These 

architectural changes are not without draw-backs though. Increased system distribution and 

complexity require improvements to system testing, deployment, observability, and performance 

modelling. This chapter covers existing research in these categories, including: the motivation to 

evolve the scalability of a web application over time with common architectural approaches, 

concepts in continuous integration (testing) and deployment of code, approaches to distributed 

application tracing, and generation of performance models from system traces. These concepts 

are the building blocks needed to build performance models from modern distributed traces, which 

can be used to reason about the evolution of a distributed system. 

2.1 Evolving Software Systems 

In many software teams, but in start-up teams especially, rapid iteration is the desired method 

to achieving software with good product-market fit. The concept of a lean methodology to 

software development is a loose set of principals focused on improving value to customers while 

finding the most cost-effective way to operate. The practice was popularized in 2011 by the book, 

The Lean Startup, by Eric Reis [9]. In the book Reis lays out a framework for improving success 

of a start-up by promoting continuous short iterations of innovation and customer validation. 

The goal of this is to decrease the cost of a bad product or business decision in a highly uncertain 

space. 
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The lean start-up did not originate in start-ups though. Much like the very similar scrum and 

kanban agile methodologies, the practices originated in manufacturing, growing out of the Toyota 

Production System (TPS) of the 1940s [10]. The efficacy of TPS relied on its early identification 

of defects in the design and manufacturing process, and immediate focus on eliminating the cause 

of that defect. Similarly, the lean software development mentality focuses on identifying value to 

the end customer and eliminating as much waste as possible between design to customer 

validation and acceptance. 

Two categories of waste are relevant to this thesis, namely: the waste of over-production and 

the waste of stock on hand. In the practice of developing a scalable software system, over-

production can be interpreted as over-engineering for the required task. Stock on hand can be 

interpreted as inefficient use of server capacity. With these definitions, it is arguable that a system 

that must be re-implemented due to changing business requirements before it reaches it's scaling 

capacity has resulted in waste. At the same time, it is extremely important that the system 

implemented can meet continuously changing needs of larger workloads as the user base for the 

system grows. A system that does not adequately scale to a reasonably expected change in load 

can be considered a defective product.  

With these lean principals in mind, it is important to balance system scaling needs against the 

likelihood the system will evolve and the mandate to rapidly iterate and validate customer value 

and system efficacy. For these reasons, web applications delivered by start-ups are often evolved 

in stages. It is critically important for a development team to understand the limits of the system 

as it evolves. Knowing the performance envelope of parts of the system the user-base grows and 

as the system grows in complexity allows the team to make a determination if work towards 

scalability may be over-engineering or is critical to preventing a defect. 
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In some cases, a well architected and scalable system is not any more engineering effort than 

an inefficient, or non-scalable system. However, there are a number of inherently more difficult 

architectural and technical problems posed by the best-known scalable systems approaches. 

2.1.1 Reactive Systems 

A popular evolution in scaling systems is represented by a class of applications called reactive 

systems. They are classified by a common pattern of traits that have been developed by software 

companies in disparate domains in the last few years. The reactive manifesto, written in 2013, 

defines a reactive system as one that is responsive, resilient, elastic and message driven by design 

[11].  

Responsive in this context means that the system will “respond to a request in a timely manner 

if at all possible”[11]. Responsiveness is highly important to the quality of service provided by a 

modern web application. A study of Amazon’s traffic and sales data in 2007 found a 1% loss of 

sales with every 100ms of additional page loading time [12]. As such, response time is one of the 

key performance indicators of quality in a web application. Response time is also closely tied with 

request volume and system utilization. Responsive systems will accept requests and place them 

into a queue until they can be serviced to minimize unserved requests and subsequent user retries. 

Queues exist at all levels of web applications, from the network layer, to HTTP requests, to the 

application itself. Queues provide a buffering space for spikey request loads. Though queue drops 

can occur when the capacity of the queue itself is overloaded, queues will generally greatly improve 

the response rate of services that may otherwise be overwhelmed by spikey traffic. However, the 

use of a request queue can result in additional waiting times when system load increases. The 

average wait time in a M/G/1 queue, Wq, is proportional to the utilization 𝜌 [13], as seen in 

Equation 2.1.  

𝑊# ∝
1

1 − 𝜌
 2.1 
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As such, users will experience non-linear increases in wait times as a system is subjected to 

increased load by increased usage.  

Provided no resource limitations, a responsive application can theoretically be maintained at 

nearly any scale of requests by creating a distributed system with two properties: Resilience, the 

ability for the system to remain responsive in the event of failure, and elasticity, the ability for 

the system to remain responsive under varying workload. Resilience and elasticity are facilitated 

by cloud technology changes that have come about since 2010, specifically automated deployment 

of virtual machine or container based servers in the cloud [14]. A number of open source an 

commercial options for automated deployment have been developed in the last eight years. Most 

notable are Amazon Web Services' Elastic Beanstalk [15], Apache Mesos [16] and Google 

Kubernetes [17]. The three systems, and many more like them, use different mechanisms to 

automatically manage and maintain deployed distributed systems. All also support the concept 

of replacing servers that permanently failed, aiding resilience, and bringing up new servers to 

handle an increase in load, aiding elasticity. However, these container-based orchestration systems 

will not solve quality of service (QoS) for any given distributed system. 

In order to take advantage of the distributed, resilient, and elastic nature of the distributed 

software system it's built on, the web application needs to be architected in a way that supports 

loose coupling, isolation, and location transparency. In other words, the individual components of 

the application should not interact with each other directly, should present minimal representation 

of their internal workings to the distributed system, and should not rely on running on a specific 

process in order to accomplish their task. The reactive manifesto notes that this can be effectively 

achieved by relying on asynchronous message passing to establish a boundary between 

components. In real-world environments, application requirements may place restrictions location 

transparency, such as large databases that must exist in a specific country, as well as breakdowns 

in isolation, such as service interdependencies that exist to reduce the response time of certain 
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user requests. These cases represent bottlenecks in a reactive system and present a challenge to 

scalability. 

Reactive systems do not require distribution across machines but imply the use of distribution 

through the requirements for resilience, elasticity, and location transparency. Distributed software 

systems for web applications are generally categorized into two architectures, monolithic, or 

microservices based. Both architectures, discussed later in this chapter, are capable of addressing 

the characteristics of a reactive system. Both have advantages and disadvantages. For the purpose 

of this thesis, both will be considered when addressing the design of a distributed tracing system 

to measure component performance. 

It is important to note that the second edition of the manifesto, published in 2014 [11], added 

elastic and message driven in place of the original wordings, scalable and event-driven. The change 

from scalable to elastic is fairly self-evident. As companies have grown to massive scale with large 

variations between their peak traffic and nominal traffic, for example Walmart with Black Friday 

sales, reducing scale in low workload periods for cost savings has become very important. The 

change from event driven to message driven was prompted by the authors’ opinion that resilience 

is more difficult to achieve in an event-driven system [10]. It is has been held by experts in 

industry that message driven architecture and event driven architecture are paradigms that both 

communicate an asynchronous boundary [18]. Furthermore, event driven architecture can still 

address all the characteristics of responsive, resilient, and elastic systems. Therefore, for the 

purpose of this thesis, both event-driven and message driven architecture are considered valid in 

construction of reactive systems. 

A reactive system most importantly requires an asynchronous message or event passing 

interface. This thesis will cover some common implementations of message passing interfaces 

that can address the needs of a reactive system, with specific focus on implementations that can 

act as queues. 
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2.1.2 Monolithic Software Applications 

A monolithic application is an application that is built as a single unit. In web applications, 

monolithic systems can still be composed of many distinct parts. Typically a monolithic 

application is usually comprised of a server and database, considered the back-end, and a web-

based client interface, considered the front end. Many monolithic applications will have other 

distinct components including, but not limited to a web-socket server, load-balancer, work queue, 

and queue workers. The critical distinction between monolithic architecture, service-oriented 

architecture, and microservices exists in the business level entity boundaries and how the 

application is deployed [19]. An application server in a monolithic architecture can be considered 

a single logical entity responsible for controlling all business logic between the databases, 

supporting components, and client. An architecture with an asynchronous work-queue, web-

socket server, and multiple application servers behind a load balancer will still be considered a 

monolithic architecture as the application server still represents a single logical control point in 

the distributed system. 

This model has many advantages, primarily, it is easy to reason and develop against in a small 

scope. Most web application framework guides and example applications assume a monolithic 

approach, which makes initial implementation and deployment of the application very straight-

forward. Debugging, logging, and instrumentation patterns are all well-established, and 

deployment is generally straight-forward enough to be performed manually by an administrator 

on the development or technical operations team. For quality of service (QoS) modelling, 

monolithic applications can be modelled by multiple servers behind a shared queue [20]. This 

allows a distributed software system to be modelled effectively as a Markovian queue where the 

distributions of requests and service times can be readily determined from production logs. 
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Monolithic applications pose several problems for an evolving software application as the 

distributed software system scales. Most notably, horizontal scaling is expensive as every copy of 

the application process behind the load balancer is an exact copy of the application server, which 

can require larger and larger capacity instances as the application grows in complexity. The 

application usually also requires a connection to the shared databases which often becomes a 

bottleneck in a scaling, evolving web application. Finally, as the application must be deployed as 

a block, testing and deploying the application may become complex and fragile as the feature-

set grows. 

2.1.3 Evolution Towards Loose Coupling of Services 

Service-oriented architecture, SOA, was developed as an evolution to client-server monolithic 

architecture that attempts to address scalability by dividing the application into loosely coupled, 

reusable, and dynamically assembled services [19]. Often these services will have isolated data 

repositories within the shared database or access a completely separate database if that becomes 

necessary. As these services are loosely coupled and dynamically assembled, the team can add 

and remove services as needed or scale services individually without disrupting the rest of the 

application. 

Microservices can be considered to be a further evolution of service-oriented architecture. 

Microservices take the loosely coupled service and repository pattern and loosen the requirements 

further. With microservices, a centralized integration point is no longer required. Additionally, 

microservices themselves may, and often do, rely on additional microservices. This approach 

provides the ability for developers and organizations to have the ability for frequent updates on 

their services and is considered by many as an alternative approach to building service-oriented 

architectures.  

    Decoupled systems such as SOA and microservices provide gains in scalability and 

development flexibility over monolithic applications. However, they are more complicated to 
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operate in practice. Microservices require deployment steps for each service. As the number of 

services increase, continuous integration and continuous deployment infrastructure become 

necessary. Additionally, debugging and instrumentation become substantially more difficult to 

manage as they must now be distributed among all dependent microservices as a shared 

component. 

Modelling a service-oriented architecture is more challenging than a monolithic application as 

a Markovian queueing network is required. However, as the services are divided into isolated 

domains, the model can be represented by individual queues for each service. Each queueing 

network in this model will have its own service time distribution and the arrival time distribution 

originally provided to the monolithic queue will need to be divided into messages destined to 

specific (possibly multiple queues). Though still addressable via Markov theory, this model is 

complicated rapidly if the centralized entry point to the SOA based distributed software system 

possesses a non-constant or conditional service time, if requests service times may be based on 

multiple services within the broader distributed software system, or if it scales elastically to the 

request rate at some delay.  

The model is complicated further in a microservice based distributed system and analysis 

becomes very difficult as the number of dependent microservices grows. As with a SOA based 

distributed system, each microservice may be represented as a queue, with an arrival time 

distribution, and capacity. However, microservices may depend on each other and it is common 

for multiple microservices to depend on common microservices such as an authorization 

microservice. In this case the service time of the dependent microservices depend on the service 

time of the common microservice as well as the arrival time of all microservices which contribute 

to adding requests to the common microservice's queue. 
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2.1.4 Queues 

As distributed software systems become larger and the processing of some tasks increases in 

both time and complexity, they begin to rely on deferral of work using a job queue. This job 

queue functions very similarly to a SOA based system, with each job type serviced by a specific 

application. Most commonly this is handled by a pool of worker processes that pull registered 

jobs from a work queue. By utilizing a job queue, a parent process can defer a potentially large 

amount of processing work or a number of long running tasks to run in parallel, during, or after 

the parent task exits. This approach allows for the reduction of waiting on blocked tasks as well 

as the automatic scaling of workers to handle jobs based on the size of the queue. Working to 

keep a manageable number of items in the queue while handling a variable amount of queue 

arrival rates is called applying "backpressure". A consistent amount of backpressure is an 

indication of a healthy distributed system that is efficiently using resources. The backpressure will 

ensure that through a variable arrival rate, the queue workers are kept consistently busy. Empty 

queues suggest an under-utilized system and queues with constantly increasing size indicate an 

over-stressed system. 

Another common way to utilize a queue is as a message broker to multiple parties. If multiple 

services in a SOA based distributed system need to receive a message from a parent process, a 

publisher-subscriber, or pub/sub, queue pattern may be an effective method. Applications in a 

monolithic or traditional SOA based pattern may send a message for each dependent function or 

process. However, this may be unnecessarily synchronous. Using a pub/sub pattern, an application 

can publish a message of a given type and any process that needs to receive that message can 

register itself as a subscriber of that message type on the queue. By using this method, the parent 

task can exit or continue onto future work immediately on publishing its message, and any number 

of applications can receive and process the message in parallel. 
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Both of these approaches work very well to improve the efficiency of applications by reducing 

the amount of time parts of the distributed system spend blocked. However, in both cases, queues 

make tracing of the distributed system difficult as many operations are likely to occur 

concurrently, possibly running after the original parent process has exited. A distributed tracing 

implementation that provides robust observability for modern distributed software systems must 

be able to trace application tasks through all relevant queues within the system. 

2.2 Continuous Integration and Delivery 

Over the past year, the Echosec development team has worked to adopt a continuous 

integration and deployment approach to code check-in. Continuous integration is the practice 

where development effort is merged into a mainline release branch several times a day, and 

continuously tested through a suite of unit and integration tests within the CI pipeline. The 

approach's focus on writing complete automated test cases allowed the team to move away from 

the release branch approach they previously used, which relied heavily on manual testing. 

Continuous deployment, CD, involves automating or systematizing the deployment of new 

software releases from the CI pipeline, reducing reliance on operations staff and empowering the 

development team to deploy releases at a more rapid pace [21]. 

In the process of CI, a CI server or build server monitors the source control repositories of the 

project. When a new commit is checked into source control, the CI pipeline for that repository 

begins running on the CI server. The pipeline consists of several stages, usually segmented into 

build, testing, and artifact generation stages. If any of these stages fail, the CI server can fail the 

build and relay this failure to the team. 
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Figure 2.1: Continuous Integration / Continuous Deployment Pipeline 

 

There are levels of automated testing. At the lowest level, unit testing is used to ensure the 

correctness of individual units of code. The highly structured and isolated nature of unit tests 

allow them to be run on every code check-in by the CI pipeline. If new code causes some test 

cases to fail, the CI pipeline can mark the check-in as failed, ensuring errors in code are caught 

quickly before making it into a release candidate. In addition to unit testing, automated 

integration testing can also be employed by the CI pipeline. Integration tests ensure the 

correctness of interactions between system components, for example, that the front-end client is 

generating API calls that are properly understood and processed by the back-end, and that the 

back-end is dispatching correct queue messages to other dependent services in the system. Finally, 

automated acceptance tests, or smoke tests, can be run using automatically controlled web-

browsers. These smoke tests interact with the full system in the staging environment in a manner 

that mirrors use by actual users. They are used to ensure that user workflows do not generate 

unexpected error messages or to ensure that the application behaves similarly across a variety of 
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browsers and platforms. Generally speaking, automated acceptance tests do not attempt to ensure 

correctness as tests searching for specific outputs become very brittle as the application evolves. 

Though the approach allows the team to develop and release more rapidly, the reduction in 

manual full integration testing results in a greater chance that a change which causes a reduction 

in performance will be released into production before being found. The typical approach to 

mitigate this issue is to deploy changes gradually, monitoring traces and metrics in the production 

environment and roll back the release if a large enough performance loss is discovered. Rollbacks 

pose a threat to the release velocity of the team as continuous release is now blocked until the 

team can discover the cause of the performance issue and remove that change from the main-

line release branch. 

A potentially novel approach, as defined in the methodology of this thesis, is to collect isolated 

trace data from the tests performed in the CI/CD pipeline and use the results of such tests to 

inform models on which high load scenarios can be simulated. 

2.3 Distributed Tracing 

Distributed tracing is an observability tool that collects latency metrics within and across 

application defined boundaries. These metrics, typically called Spans, measure the latency of a 

process start time and end time within a distributed system. A collection of these spans, called a 

Trace, can be used to reason about performance issues within a wide variety of system actions. 

The system can be modelled as a graph of communicating nodes. The nodes might be 

computers, processes, specific functions. The edges of this graph are the interactions between 

these nodes, e.g. network communications, RPC calls, or function calls. As seen in Figure 2.2, an 

external request to the system causes activities in the graph along a causal path: a series of node 

traversals where each traversal is caused by some message from a prior node on the path [22] 
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Figure 2.2: Example multi-tier application showing a causal path [22] 

 

A Trace tells the story of this causal path, represented by a directed acyclic graph of Spans 

[23]. Where each span represents the interaction start time, and duration of the path from one 

node, through the causal path, back to the original node. Spans in this graph are plotted along 

a horizontal time axis, where each span is plotted on a row. Each trace has one root span, eg the 

span with no parent, representing the initiating request external to the system.  
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Figure 2.3: An Example Trace Composed of Spans [24] 

 

This trace shown in Figure 2.3 provides an engineering team with an easily understandable 

picture of where latency exists within a transaction. It is also a handy tool for understanding how 

the different components of an architecture interact with each other within the context of a 

transaction. It is not uncommon for distributed traces of transactions to provide the best picture 

of architectural dependencies at a transaction level [25]. 
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2.3.1 Span Collection 

A goal for many distributed tracing systems is implementation and language agnosticism. A 

common API for span collection is defined by the distributed tracing system. Trace libraries are 

then implemented for each language and customized for each application to be traced. The library 

code, running within each application, communicates to the distributed tracing system using the 

common API, thus allowing tracking a task across applications, frameworks and languages. The 

common interface also allows for parts of systems to be abstracted to black boxes, where the 

inspecting engineer is only given the task description, latency, and dependencies. As a result they 

do not need to understand the implementation details of every application involved in order to 

understand a trace. 

 

Figure 2.4: OpenTracing - Vendor Neutral API for Distributed Tracing [23] 

 

Trace collection typically occurs out-of-band of the original operation, deferring collection and 

analysis of the spans until after the event has taken place. The reasons for this are two-fold. 

First, by deferring span reporting until later, spans can be collated and transmitted in a bundle 
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after the operation has completed, significantly reducing the chance of blocking traced operations 

and perturbing the system performance. Secondly, an in-band collection scheme would only work 

for traces where all spans are perfectly nested [26]. If spans are to be collected from traces where 

a client returns or exits prior to it's children completing a task (deferred operations) they will 

need to be collected out of band. 

A typical distributed tracing implementation will use the following pattern to employ out-of-

band span collection. The tracing library within each process will maintain an in memory store 

of the trace context consisting of stack of all spans within the process and their timings [26]. 

After the traced operation completes within the process it will report the trace context to a local 

agent process on the same computer using a common API . The local agent will collate spans 

and regularly report the spans to a central collector, reducing network overhead. The collector 

processes all the spans and stores them in a data store which can be queried to display the span 

graph on a trace by trace basis or perform more complex analysis on a large number of traces 

using map-reduce style analysis. 

2.3.2 Trace Context Propagation 

Where a span passes a process boundary, metadata can be embedded in the protocol to 

propagate the trace context. Without embedding this metadata, the system can only rely on 

timings to infer the causal path. This may result in unrelated system events to end up in the 

trace [22].  X-Trace offers an example of how trace metadata can be propagated in-band with 

the request over HTTP and other protocols [27]. As all spans are collected and assembled later, 

out-of-band, only the parent id (and trace id if the parent id is not globally unique) are required 

to persist the context between processes. 

X-Trace was originally designed as a pervasive network tracing framework to trace and 

understand network transactions at multiple levels of the OSI layer model [27]. The trace 

metadata format is shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: X-Trace Metadata Structure [27] 

 

Flags at the beginning of the metadata denote field lengths and what optional fields are present. 

The TaskID represents our trace ID, this must be globally unique and allows fast indexing and 

filtering of different trace runs in the data store without the need for recursive lookups using the 

TreeInfo. TreeInfo is comprised of the ParentID (sender id), OpID and EdgeType.  Parent ID 

must be unique with within the TaskID but does not need to be globally unique. EdgeType 

represents whether the sender is pushing laterally on the same OSI level or pushing information 

down to a lower level, such as application (http) down to transport (TCP). For our purposes, 

TreeInfo just needs to contain the SpanId, which must remain unique to the trace ID. Destination 

is an optional field that could be used if the system does not require all recipients of a message 

to provide traces (such as logging systems) but it is not necessary. Finally, options contains a 

sampling flag. The sampling flag is set to either 0 or 1 by the root process based on a sampling 

strategy. The tracing libraries will only commit spans where the sampling flag is set to 1. By 

propagating the sampling flag, the system ensures that partial traces are not committed when 

the sampling strategy is set to only report a subset of total requests.  In order to not perturb 

system performance and keep data set size reasonable, it is important for production systems to 

keep a low sampling rate, the authors of Google’s Dapper project suggest less than 1% of all 
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traffic [26]. For the purposes of building complete performance models from traces in a testing 

environment, the sampling rate of the system should remain at 100%. 

2.3.3 Impact on Performance 

An important goal of distributed tracing systems is to minimally effect the performance of the 

system. Even with deferring of span collection, the tracking of trace context and transmission of 

spans over the network causes an effect on the ongoing performance of the system. To mitigate 

these performance issues, distributed tracing systems can employ a sampling strategy. At the 

application boundary, a sampling flag is set in the propagation protocol. This sampling flag allows 

selective collection of a subset of traces, while ensuring complete traces are always captured. 

Specific sampling methods for tracing are beyond the scope of this thesis as the test system runs 

operations sequentially and all operations must be traced. Since the system is not running close 

to capacity, the effect of measurement on performance is consistent and minimized. However the 

timing effects of capturing tracing information it will still be present. 

2.3.4 Network Delay and Timing Implications 

Network delay and queue service time are difficult to measure in distributed tracing systems 

due to confounding factors [28]. Clock drift between machines makes it difficult to determine if 

delays between processes are due to network latency or skew between two system clocks. It is 

possible to adjust for clock skew a-priori by assuming that clock drift remains relatively constant 

over short periods of time and network delay averages to some constant [29]. Other techniques 

involving active system probes and clock synchronization between machines can also be employed 

[30].  But such solutions become challenging in modern large-scale geographically distributed 

systems. 
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2.3.5 Implementations of Distributed Tracing Systems 

Zipkin [31] and Jaeger [32] are the two most popular actively maintained open source 

distributed tracing projects. They are maintained by organizations with large distributed systems, 

Twitter and Uber respectively, for internal use. Commercial distributed tracing applications also 

exist such as New Relic [33] and Datadog APM [34], AWS XRay [35], Appdynamics [36], Google 

Stackdriver [37], Epsagon [38], and Honeycomb [39]. Some large organizations also maintain 

their closed-source tracing systems, such as Facebook's Canopy [40] and Google's Dapper [26] 

(retired). With so many organizations building out distributed tracing solutions, some efforts have 

been made towards standardization and interoperability. OpenTracing {"opentracing.io", n.d.} is 

a vendor-neutral standard for tracing spans that has been adopted as default by Jaeger and 

Datadog APM and is supported by Zipkin and several other Tracer implementations. Google's 

OpenCensus project aims to achieve similar interoperability by providing a single distribution of 

libraries for distributed tracing that allows the application developer to export data to multiple 

backends [41]. 

2.4 Layered Queueing Network Performance Models 

The layered queueing network (LQN) is a performance model that describes software resources 

and interactions [42]. The model is an extension to queuing models, proposed by Petriu and 

Woodside [43] and contains several useful features for modelling parallel processes on a 

multiprocessor or a network-based client-server system.  LQN models are composed of Tasks. 

Tasks represent a software component running on hardware called a Processor. Each Task has 

one or more Entries, which model an operation done within the software. The entry possesses a 

service time model and may send requests to any number of Entries on other Tasks. Three request 

types are available: a synchronous request blocked on the sender until a reply is received for the 

request; an asynchronous request sends but does not wait for a reply; and a forwarding request 

takes a received synchronous request and forwards it to another entry which must either forward 
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the request again or reply to the original blocked sender. A visual representation of an LQN model 

can be seen in Figure 2.6 below. 

 

Figure 2.6: Example of an LQN Model [44] 

 

The use for LQN models is two-fold. First, an LQN model can be solved or simulated, providing 

performance data about a system in various load levels or failure cases that may be costly or 

difficult to run in the real world. Secondly, and often not as thought about, is the ability to 

quickly assess the dependencies of services within a distributed system. In a large, evolving 

distributed system, dependencies between different services are always changing. It is often 

difficult for system architects to keep a current picture of the architecture. Much like a transaction 
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trace, LQN models can provide a quick and useful architectural summary of a system that may 

not be available from other sources. 

LQN models can be simulated or solved by a number of different packages. LQNS and LQNSIM 

are package for simulation and network solving maintained by the Realtime Distributed Systems 

group at Carleton [45]. The source is available on Github [46] and binaries are available upon 

request from the group. Another simulation option can be achieved using queuing network 

simulations available in the OmNet++ standard library [47]. 

2.4.1 Automatic Generation of LQN Models from Trace Data 

Research has been undertaken in the past to transform trace data, commonly transaction logs, 

into LQN models for reasoning about architecture and performance [44][48]. SAME (the Systems 

Architecture and Model Extraction technique) uses an “angio-id” similar to that of a x-trace, 

with a sender and receiver id to track transactions between nodes. However, because request type 

(synchronous, asynchronous, forward), execution duration and execution context are not recorded 

explicitly, the algorithm required to construct an interaction tree is complex and potentially error 

prone if multiple parent requests are being handled concurrently. 

The generation of an interaction tree can alternatively be easily generated from the span graph 

of a modern distributed tracing system. Each span context can be made to record the necessary 

information including application, process-id, operation, request type and duration. A complete 

example of this approach can be found in the methodology section. 

2.5 Summary 

The software systems that power web applications are evolved to meet the scaling demands of 

the near future in order to facilitate rapid iteration without undue waste. Reactive architecture 

using service-oriented architecture, SOA, or microservices provide elasticity and resilience that 

help a system tolerate requests at-scale. Message passing facilitated by remote procedure calls 
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allow the system to run operations concurrently on multiple processes, and potentially with 

multiple codebases. Software based queues can further aid system distribution by providing buffers 

or facilitating message passing.  However, the testing and observability systems of more 

traditional monolithic web applications do not adapt well to these distributed systems. Continuous 

integration and deployment, CI/CD pipelines support multiple levels of testing on rapidly iterating 

codebases, specifically integration level and acceptance level tests allow for testing of functionality 

across program boundaries. Distributed tracing systems provide new methods to trace execution 

context of requests across program boundaries as well. These new tracing systems provide 

invaluable insight into application performance. Additionally, the traces generated from these 

systems can be used to generate performance models, which can be used to reason about system 

performance at scales not yet realized by the application. 
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Chapter 3  

Methodology 

 

This thesis proposes an approach to determine the performance characteristics of a real-world 

distributed system as It evolves. The Echosec social media search platform provides an excellent 

test bed with access to all historical software releases through the Echosec continuous deployment 

system. Existing acceptance tests within the Echosec Continuous Integration pipeline can be 

modified to make up a performance characteristics test suite that can be run across a subset of 

historical Echosec Releases. A coordination service must also be implemented to track which 

traces belong to which test and which release of the application. 

Once collected, the raw traces can be analyzed to extract aggregate and granular measures of 

application performance. This chapter details the implementation of the distributed trace 

generation and collection infrastructure for Echosec. Additionally, It covers the approaches used 

to extract aggregate released-by-release performance measures as well as performance 

characteristics needed to construct queueing network models. 

3.1 Collecting System Behavior 

As a real-world application, the Echosec platform does require architecture specific 

implementations in order to collect meaningful distributed traces. The tracing implementation 

must expose a tracing interface for each component and message passing mechanism in the 

system. Additionally, components in the application may need to be modified to trigger tracing 

operations. Collecting system performance characteristics poses additional challenges as access 

to the raw trace data is required. 
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3.1.1 Instrumenting the Echosec Web Platform 

The Echosec web platform is an event driven distributed system which publishes events from 

requests based on conditional logic in middleware and responds to the events using event listeners. 

When an API request is received at the edge of the production or staging environment, it is 

routed to one of many PHP based web servers. The PHP web server takes the request HTTP 

request into a PHP-FPM process. The request is handled and returned within this synchronous, 

blocking, process. Approximately 64 PHP processes run on a web server node. As an example, 

with four web servers available the system would have the ability to respond to 256 concurrent 

requests, with more servers configured to initialize if the cluster remains under load. This is 

sufficient provided the response time of each request is relatively low. However, if this process 

were to make too many external requests, to the database, or to external API resources, the API 

would appear to hang, providing a resource issue. 

To avoid this, any operation which takes significant time and is not essential to the response 

validation is deferred to a queued event listener. Queued event listeners are run on separate PHP 

worker nodes as Laravel worker queue jobs in a continuous loop. This loop consists of reading a 

queued event off of the Redis [49] job queue running the associated job class handler against the 

job payload, returning the status to the job queue, then looping and pulling another event off the 

queue. In the case where information needs to be returned back to the client, a Pusher socket 

connection [50] pushes the data to the client after the original API request has already closed.  

This approach allows the application to accept an API request, determine permissions, correct 

grammar and scope of the request via middleware and repositories, and then queue the data 

retrieval work from all the required data sources to queued event listeners. The API returns to 

the client the search ID, that the retrieval is in progress, and to stand by listening for data 

associated with that ID on the socket. The data retrieval then fans out to all available workers 
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via the queue, and the client receives data as soon as the first API retrieval is complete. This 

process may complete over thirty seconds or more as results from slower APIs come back and 

post retrieval processing is done via secondary or tertiary queued events. 

Due to the distributed and asynchronous nature of this API requests, it is very difficult to 

discern the execution of a single API request from the perspective of the client. By tracing the 

original request and embedding that trace code into the payload of the queued event listeners, 

the request can be inspected after the fact and determine the exact system resources and time 

required to process a single API request. 

3.1.2 Collecting System Behavior with OpenCensus and Jaeger 

OpenCensus was chosen for performance trace collection as it ships with a C based PHP 

extension module which allowed the tracing logic to be easily integrated into existing critical 

application points without substantial code change and with minimal overhead. Minimizing 

modifications to existing code patterns was an important consideration in choosing a framework 

as this experiment was run on an evolving codebase. Similar to the Dapper paper [26], application 

level transparency was important to ensuring that the tracing system remained functional as code 

changed. A system that required changes to explicit tracing as the code evolved would become 

fragile and omissions in tracing as a result of careless changes or tracing bugs would violate the 

purpose of the experiment to track the system requirements over time.  

 To aid with application level transparency and to reduce the overhead of the tracing system, 

only calls that crossed process boundaries were traced. This included database calls, cache calls, 

queue dispatch events and calls to external APIs. These interfaces are highly structured and 

resistant to change as the application evolves, providing relatively low requirements for 

maintaining the tracing implementation. As the application is structured mostly out of small, 

atomic event handlers, the calls across process boundaries represent the majority of the latency 

incurred by the app. If a specific call was generating a large latency that was not due to cache, 
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database or external API, the debugging effort could be aided at that point by increasing the 

granularity of the trace data to include the latency of each event handler. That would, however, 

greatly increase the amount of data collected by the tracing system, potentially reducing 

performance. Treating each process as a black box and modelling the latency of each process 

with the communication between each process was determined to be sufficient to gather 

performance characteristics of the application. 

 The OpenCensus tracing extension allowed for the creation of traces triggered by the 

invocation of specific named functions within the PHP virtual environment. This allowed us to 

instrument calls to the database and Redis cache without having to edit the third-party libraries 

utilized by many parts of the application. Using a Laravel dependency injection service provider 

to override some application classes, all monitoring for cross process requests and metadata is 

defined within a single file in the source code that is loaded at application boot time. This service 

provider file is included as Appendix A. The new implementation of the event queue traces the 

dispatch of queued events within Laravel and propagates the trace context within the event 

payload. The resulting traces, as seen in Figure 3.1, give a high-level overview of requests made 

within the Echosec Laravel PHP application, requiring very little modification to the application 

itself. 
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Figure 3.1: Example Trace from Echosec Application 

 

Traces from the staging environment are exported to a Jaeger trace processor. Like most 

distributed tracing collectors, Jaeger operates by asynchronously collecting spans from all servers 

involved in a trace. It relies on the spans receiving their parent span and trace id from the previous 

server via some known propagation method. Jaeger then assembles the complete trace after the 

fact. This allows the trace to have a relatively small effect on the timing of the traced interaction. 

As shown in Figure 3.2, Jaeger utilizes a local agent to collect spans from an OpenTracing 

compatible distributed tracing implementation and send them to a collection and storage server. 
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Figure 3.2: Jaeger Tracing System Architecture [24] 

  

 Jaeger is a well-established open source distributed trace collection and query system 

developed by Uber. It was designed to be a successor to Zipkin, originally developed by Twitter. 

Jaeger and Zipkin are both based on the principals of Google's Dapper distributed trace system, 

Jaeger reduces the overhead by using a more compact transport protocol for its agent. It is 

designed primarily to provide full support of the OpenTracing standard. This standard is widely 

adopted by other production ready observability platforms such as Datadog and Honeycomb 

which may be useful as distributed tracing becomes a more actively used part of the system. The 

open source nature of this solution allows for the operation of a collector instance within the 

staging environment and allows for custom export the raw trace data. This Jaeger system was 

configured to save raw trace data to an externally accessible instance of Cassandra, a scalable, 

high availability datastore with SQL like operations [51]. 
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3.1.3 Modelling Queue Events in OpenTracing 

OpenTracing is fundamentally designed to represent RPC style call and response interactions 

between traced nodes such as a typical database read or write. Queue events work a bit differently 

as the parent caller usually does not handle the response of the queue job and has often exited 

by the time the queue job is run and completes. 

In order to represent queue events, a number of options are available. If the queue event handler 

is to be traced within the context of the original trace, the trace context and queue dispatch time 

can be propagated within the job queue metadata similar to the protocol used by X-TRACE to 

propagate over HTTP or Thrift based RPC. Once the handler picks up the job off the queue it 

can represent the queue service time either with a sibling span with a duration of the queue 

service or as a parent span where the queue service time can be inferred by the difference between 

the parent start time and queue job start time. Considerations should also be made in the queue 

implementation for consistently tagging and representing queue job retries as either children of 

the failed queue job or siblings marked with the retry parameters.  

Finally, for queue event handlers that are not traced, span annotations can be used to tag the 

queue event and dispatch time in the parent span. This can be combined with other log data 

sources, if necessary, to get the queue service time. 

3.1.4 End-to-End Acceptance Testing with Puppeteer 

Automated acceptance tests are run through the end-to-end test running platform which 

utilizes Jest [52] and Google Chrome's headless command API, Puppeteer [53]. A headless 

browser is an instance of a browser that is run without a graphical user interface, and as a result 

does not require a windowing environment. This allows browser instances to be run on remote 

CI servers instead of workstations. Headless Chrome browser instances are used as the test clients, 

which allows the end-to-end tests collect very realistic client workloads and determine real return 

times of data through a registered web-socket connection. For this experiment, Echosec’s 
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Puppeteer test suite is run through a series of Jest tests that represent typical tasks for web 

application users. Jest provides mechanisms for test data setup, robust assertions and service 

mocking if necessary. 

 Figure 3.3 shows an example test suite for the primary activity of the Echosec application, a 

location search. The test suite supports setup and teardown functions which get the browser 

instance into the correct state by performing the page instantiation, login, and menu selection 

actions. From there the tests run an example location search end to end and ensure that the 

application is returning and displaying results in the browser.  
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Figure 3.3: Snippet from Echosec Automated Acceptance Test Suite 

 

describe('trace performance smoke tests', () => { 
... 

  afterEach(async () => { 
    await trace.endTraceRun(testRun); 
    await wait(2000); 
  }); 

... 
  test('User can sign in successfully', async (done) => { 
    // Arrange 
    testRun = await trace.startTraceRun('User can sign in successfully', 
runDescription); 
 
    // Act 
    await auth.loginAs(page, email, password); 
 
    // Assert 
    expect(page.url()).toBe(`${process.env.APP_URL}/#/search/map`); 
    await waitForSelector(page, '#main-search-bar'); 
 
    done(); 
  }); 

... 
test('User can search Victoria,BC', async (done) => { 
      // Arrange 
      testRun = await trace.startTraceRun('User can search Victoria,BC', 
runDescription); 
 
      // Act 
      const locationInput = await searchHelpers.selectLocationInput(page); 
      await locationInput.type('Victoria, BC'); 
      await waitAndClick(page, '.search-bar-typeahead.open li'); 
 
      // Assert 
      await searchHelpers.waitForSearchPostResponse(page); 
      await waitForSelector(page, 'div.echo-marker', 15000); 
      await wait(60000); 
 
      done(); 
    }); 
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While the goal of these tests is to ensure that the system continues to behave as expected 

while new code is merged into the mainline branch, the traces collected from these tests can be 

used to detect changes in performance over time. 

These tests do require a full staging environment and connect to live third party endpoints, 

they are relatively expensive to run. As a result, they are run on a nightly trigger during low 

system utilization or manually to test for regressions after a release has been merged and deployed 

onto the staging environment. 

3.1.5 Performance Considerations 

Though Redis cache interactions were originally included in the tracing plan, many operations 

in the system generated a large number of cache calls. Though the cache system is designed to 

handle a large number of small requests, the tracing system does not perform well cataloguing 

all the requests and the reporting of cache requests did perturb the performance of the system. 

As a result, cache calls are omitted from the analysis of the system. 

3.2 Converting Test Data to Behavioral Parameters 

To analyze the traces in the context of acceptance test behavior, an analysis platform was 

needed to coordinate the two data sets. An action such as loading the application page and 

running a search operation may result in dozens of individual traces as the front-end client 

coordinates activity. Further, the names of the server-side operations may change as the 

application evolves. By integrating the application in the test environment, traces can be 

associated with each test reliably. 
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3.2.1 Tying it Together with Conflux 

Conflux is an application written to support the collection and analysis of distributed traces for 

performance modelling [54].  It associates collections of traces (activities) by recording the 

reported start and stop time of the activity from the user perspective and associating the test 

run with all traces that fall within that time span. Another component within the application can 

analyze the raw trace data from Jaeger's Cassandra datastore. Conflux coordinates both 

capabilities to retrieve and analyze traces on a test-by-test basis.  

Conflux Is designed to be integrated with automated acceptance tests. The tests described in 

section 3.1.4 are modified to run in a specialized performance acceptance testing step in the CI 

pipeline. The CI server communicates to conflux via an API, providing information on the test 

run and the release number. Illustrated in Figure 3.4, During the setup phase of an acceptance 

test, the CI server triggers a start event via the Conflux API with the required metadata (Figure 

3.4 label 1). After the test is completed, in the test tear-down function, the CI server triggers a 

stop event via the Conflux API. This allows Conflux to associate traces with specific user 

operations and releases.   

As Puppeteer runs the acceptance test script and executes operations on the staging 

environment, implementation specific code in the microservices report distributed trace data to 

Jaeger, which saves the raw trace data to Cassandra (Figure 3.4 label 2). Conflux accesses the 

Cassandra database directly and filters traces initiated between the start and end times of the 

test run (Figure 3.4 label 3). 
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Figure 3.4: Overview of Conflux 

 

Conflux can also provide high level measures of application performance on a release-release 

basis (Figure 3.4 label 4). The measures currently implemented in Conflux include: 

• Number of traces 

• Response time and total execution time per trace (mean, median, mode) 

• Database reads / writes per table, total number and mean, median, mode execution time 

• Cache reads / writes per key-space, total number and mean, median, mode execution 
time 

• External API calls, total number and mean, median, mode execution time per operation 
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• Queue events dispatched total number, data size, and mean, median, mode queue service 

time 

The algorithm to collect these metrics is very simple. For each span with a trace ID matching 

a trace in the associated run. The service, operation name, and other meta-data of each span are 

analyzed to qualify the span as a database, cache, API, or queue interaction, and the total counts 

of each interaction are then returned. Recording and displaying these metrics over time gives an 

indication of how the system is growing and where the development team may need to focus 

optimization at a high level. These measures could even potentially be fed back to the acceptance 

test in the CI server, allowing the development team to set thresholds on changes in performance 

between releases.  

However, as much information is lost in the analysis, so is the ability to predict complex 

interactions in the app as it scales. To achieve visibility into this area, Conflux also exports data 

that can be used to construct queuing network models for each run, where each span is 

represented as a state transition between two nodes (Figure 3.4 label 5). This analysis of the 

resulting queueing network model can be used to drill down to more granular performance metrics. 

Using the interaction tree constructed in section 3.2.2, the same metrics can be summarized as 

above for any given node in the tree and its children, allowing discovery of specific operations 

with higher than expected metrics. This approach can also be used to find where an increase or 

decrease in the measured properties occurred by running a Unix diff between the exported data 

of two releases. 

3.2.2 Building an Interaction Tree from OpenTracing Traces  

In order to build a Queuing Network Model for a specific operation, an interaction tree must 

be constructed from the trace data. An interaction tree is an alternate way to view trace data 

where the service time of each service can be extracted independently. Take the following 

hypothetical trace shown in Figure 3.5 where an application retrieves the profile photos of a given 
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user on a social media network. The application must first verify the user through the auth 

service. Once verified the application concurrently requests information from the profile service 

and photos from the photo service. Once information is retrieved from both services, the 

application submits some logging information to the stats service and returns the result. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Example Distributed Application Trace 

 

Each micro-service has one or more dependencies on other services in the form of requests. 

When a service makes a synchronous or asynchronous blocking request to a dependent service, 

it creates a blocking period where the parent service is waiting for the response. This waiting 

period is denoted by shaded sections of the span. The request set R = {R1, R2, … Rn} and service 

time set S = {S1, S2, … Sn} must be extracted from each span in order to model the micro-service 

operation as a queuing network model. Focusing on just the App span, the request time set and 

service time set are highlighted in Figure 3.6.  
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Figure 3.6: Request and Service Time for Example Trace 

 

Subtracting the blocked process time from the trace leaves just the service times and adjusted 

request times, and the self-processing time of a span is the sum of its service times. For 

synchronous or blocking asynchronous requests, a response dependent blocking period is noted in 

Figure 3.7. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Extraction of Relationships, Service Times and Request Times 
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Conflux builds the interaction tree using parent references of the spans, then analyzes the call 

chain, collecting the blocking time of the child processes and subtracting it from the duration to 

determine the self-processing time and blocking time of dependent tasks. Informally, the data 

structures and algorithm are as follows in Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9, and Figure 3.10. The complete 

implementation can be found in the Conflux git repository as getTaskTree() in 

src/api/traces/traces.repository.ts [54] 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Interaction Tree Node Data Structure Definition 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Interaction Tree Node Event Data Structure Definition 

Node: 
       id: ID - span_id 
       trace_id: ID - trace_id 
       parent_id: ID - span.refs[0].span_id OR null if rootNode 
       async_request: Boolean 
       blocking: Boolean 
       request_time: Number 
       response_time: Number 
       start_time: Number 
       duration: Number 
       service_name: String - span.process.service_name, 
       operation_name: String - span.operation_name, 
       children: Array<Node>, 
       logs: Array<Span Log> 
       timing:  
               events: Array<Event> 
               self_duration: Number 
               blocked_duration: Number 
               percent_self_duration: Number 
 

Event: 
 id: ID, 
 service: String 
 operation: String 
 process: ID-Process 
 type: blocking or non-blocking 
 blocking_duration: Number 
 relative_ts: start time relative to non-blocking time of parent 
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Figure 3.10: Interaction Tree Algorithm 

Create the Nodes 
For each Span in the trace: 
 Create a Node from the span 
 If Span Tags contains queue_id: 
  Set Node queue_job_id 
 If Node.parent_id is null: 
  RootNode = Node 
 Save Node to Nodes[id] 
 
Populate the child array 
For each Node in Nodes: 
 If Node.parent_id is not null: 
  ParentNode = Nodes[Node.parent_id] 
  Set Node.request_time to request time in ParentNode’s logs 
  If Node.blocking is True: 
   Set Node.response_time to response time in ParentNode’s logs 
  Push Node into ParentNode.children 
 
Recursively sort child nodes by request time  
Function sortChildren(Node): 
 Sort Node.children by Node.request_time (if not null) OR Node.start_time 
 For each ChildNode in Node.children: 
  sortChildren(ChildNode)  
 
sortChildren(RootNote) 
 
Recursively calculate timing 
Function calculateTiming(Node): 
 Node.timing.self_duration = Node.duration 
 Node.timing.blocked_duration = 0 
 For each ChildNode in Node.children: 
  Create a timing event for the ChildNode request 
  Event.relative_ts = ChildNode.request_time – Node.start_time - Node.timing.blocked_duration; 
 

 If ChildNode.blocking is True: 
 If ChildNode.request_time > max(blocking_async_response collection) 

    max(blocking_async_request collection).blocking_duration =  
     max(blocking_async_response collection) – max(blocking_async_request collection) 
    node.timing.blocked_duration += max(blocking_async_request).blocking_duration; 
            node.timing.self_duration -= max(blocking_async_request).blocking_duration; 
    clear blocking_async_resonse collection & blocking_async_request collection 
   If ChildNode.async_request is True: 

 push ChildNode.response_time to blocking_async_resonse collection 
 push ChildNode.request_time to blocking_async_request collection 
 

   node.timing.blocked_duration += event.blocking_duration; 
           node.timing.self_duration -= event.blocking_duration; 
  calculateTiming (ChildNode) 
 
calculateTiming(RootNode)  
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The resulting timing tree is comprised of the root task and its children tasks. Each task contains 

some metadata, including the service name, operation name, process id, start time, total duration, 

and other tags and logs. Each task also contains three arrays, children, async children and timing. 

The timing array consists of events with a relative_ts (relative start time timestamp), based on 

the algorithm presented above, the relative_ts represents the dispatch time for each event relative 

to the non-blocked processing time of this task. For blocking events, the duration of the child 

task is also given for convenience. Each event has an id which corresponds to a task in the 

children array. The tree structure allows the system to model multi-level dependencies between 

tasks.  

3.2.3 Determining Task Timing Distributions using Interaction Trees 

The interaction tree can give a template for simulation of tasks; however, each interaction tree 

only represents a single trace. Many of these processes, especially external API calls or calls to a 

database with variable amounts of data and load will produce a distribution of durations. In order 

to model the simulation more accurately, distributions for these process durations must be 

determined. 

Conflux collects distributions for these durations by breaking down the interaction tree by 

service and task. Over multiple runs within the same release Conflux may collect several samples 

of each task, providing some indication of the distribution of the self-processing time associated 

with the task. 

3.3 Summary 

Echosec’s social media search platform provides an excellent test-bed for extracting 

performance characteristics from an evolving distributed software system. Using a service provider 

pattern, the tracing code can be deployed easily into all target releases of the application. A local 
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deployment of Jaeger is used as a tracing system as it provides access to a raw trace data through 

its Cassandra datastore. Acceptance tests from the Echosec continuous integration are leveraged 

to perform consistent testing across releases of the Echosec application as it evolves. 

Conflux is an application created to coordinate and tag traces generated by browser acceptance 

tests in the Echosec CI pipeline. Conflux utilizes a connection to the Jaeger Cassandra datastore 

to extract and analyze raw trace data from specific test runs. It can provide aggregate 

performance measures on a release-by-release basis, or generate interaction trees which can be 

used to inform the creation of queuing network model simulations. 
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Chapter 4  

Results 

 

Using Conflux, acceptance tests were coordinated automated across nine Echosec candidate 

releases, running one acceptance test suite with four tests, three times per test. The primary 

reason for limiting the number of releases, test permutations, and test runs was the time and 

computing resources necessary to execute each run. Each release takes approximately fifteen 

minutes to build and come online and each test suite takes approximately five minutes to run 

and process, bringing the total test time per release to 30 minutes per release, or 4.5 hours of 

total testing. The actual testing time was much longer as old releases of the application tend to 

fail the build stage due to migration issues with the tracing addon.  

Conflux aggregates the trace data from each run into sum totals of job queue dispatches (async 

call), API calls, database reads and writes, spans, traces, and time in seconds. Time is further 

divided into total duration of the run, total processing time, and total non-blocking (or total self-

processing) time. The totals and dispatch times are also available at a granular level for each 

operation. These measures can be used to reason about trends in application performance over 

time. In some test runs, the service time, number of database calls, or number of external API 

calls may be significantly different from the other tests. This is because the system is running 

operations against external services which are prone to failure. In these cases, the variations are 

marked by error bars in the figures. 
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4.1 Scenario Tests 

Four scenarios were chosen from the application test suite as they represented complex and 

core functionality in the distributed system and could be run reliably across all releases in the 

system. The tests Include user login and Initial page load, location search and keyword search. 

4.1.1 Scenario 1: User Can Log In 

In this scenario the user to loads the application by navigating to the root domain. The 

application should check for a valid user session, and when one is not found, redirect to the login 

page. The acceptance test will enter credentials via the login form and submit the form. The 

application will then validate the login, create a session and redirect to and load the root page of 

the application. From the root page load, the client-side application is expected to make a number 

of secondary API calls following its initial boot time. Utilizing the scenario approach, specific API 

endpoints are not targeted. As a result, new API endpoints are transparently recorded when the 

implementation changes, for example. In release 4.21, a user knowledge centre was added, which 

loads release notes and other product notifications, increasing the number of API calls. 

Table 4.1: Scenario 1 Results 
RELEASE/RUN ASYNC  

CALLS 
API 

CALLS 
DB 

WRITES 
DB 

READS 
DURATION 

(SEC) 
NON-BLOCKING 
PROCESS TIME  

TOTAL 
PROCESS TIME 

SPANS TRACES 

2.1.1  1 0 0 0 249 6.507 1.639 1.854 297 12 

2 0 0 0 249 6.929 1.853 2.053 297 12 

3 0 0 0 249 7.103 1.701 1.895 297 12 

2.6.0  1 0 0 2 248 6.899 1.847 2.028 298 12 

2 0 0 2 248 7.499 1.805 1.991 298 12 

3 0 0 2 248 9.796 1.851 2.044 298 12 

3.0.2  1 0 0 1 116 9.485 1.079 1.173 145 7 

1 0 0 1 116 6.411 1.049 1.146 145 7 

2 0 0 1 116 7.241 1.031 1.127 145 7 

3 0 0 1 116 10.329 1.112 1.218 145 7 

4.0.4  1 0 0 1 117 5.537 0.453 0.545 146 7 

2 0 0 1 117 11.009 0.488 0.586 146 7 

3 0 0 1 117 5.538 0.441 0.534 146 7 

4.10.0  1 0 2 2 195 7.125 0.666 0.888 227 7 
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2 0 2 3 197 11.940 0.657 0.860 234 8 

3 0 2 3 195 9.135 0.659 0.867 228 7 

4 0 2 2 195 8.559 0.606 0.795 227 7 

4.21.0  1 0 2 4 197 12.869 0.666 0.863 231 7 

3 0 2 4 197 7.214 0.723 0.951 231 7 

5.4.0  1 0 2 4 295 13.127 0.832 1.093 333 8 

2 0 2 4 295 12.599 0.841 1.177 333 8 

 

4.1.2 Scenario 2: User Can Search a Location with a Moderate Amount of Social 
Media 

In this scenario it is assumed that the root page has already been loaded and the user has a 

blank client application state. The user types a location name into the location search bar. The 

geocoder typeahead will generate suggestions based on the typed text. The user selects the first 

suggestion. The application then generates a location search request and executes the location 

search. Location based social media retrieval is tested by verifying that a map marker appears. A 

delay of 60 seconds is then introduced, allowing all remaining content to stream in and the 

application to reach a steady state. Because the process duration is computed using the span 

duration in the traces, the test apparatus can wait an arbitrary time for the test to complete and 

the results will not be effected. The delay of 60 seconds is to prevent any overlapping behavior 

from perturbing the next test. 

Table 4.2: Scenario 2 Results 
RELEASE/RUN ASYNC  

CALLS 
API 

CALLS 
DB 

WRITES 
DB 

READS 
DURATION NON-BLOCKING 

PROCESS TIME 
TOTAL 

PROCESS TIME 
SPANS TRACES 

2.1.1  1 43 27 70 1861 44.203 9.746 44.982 2288 4 

2 43 27 68 1846 43.790 8.593 43.322 2259 4 

3 43 27 68 1851 44.000 8.633 46.187 2262 4 

2.6.0  1 42 27 54 1742 44.148 8.380 42.009 2132 4 

2 42 27 54 1742 43.373 8.420 40.927 2132 4 

3 42 27 54 1742 44.068 9.017 42.712 2129 4 

3.0.2  1 38 25 49 1372 44.098 6.709 34.548 1684 4 

2 38 25 49 1372 42.423 6.850 36.610 1687 4 

3 38 25 49 1372 43.632 6.340 33.420 1687 4 
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4 38 25 49 1367 44.053 6.190 36.526 1681 4 

4.0.4  1 50 19 42 754 31.085 6.809 31.260 1086 8 

2 50 19 42 754 31.053 6.902 31.118 1086 8 

3 50 19 42 756 31.100 6.867 31.297 1089 8 

4.10.0  1 62 14 28 325 31.404 14.293 23.273 499 8 

1 62 6 24 441 31.378 13.669 23.158 648 11 

2 62 13 29 386 31.376 15.451 23.902 574 9 

3 62 5 24 373 31.374 14.995 23.392 563 8 

4.21.0  1 52 13 22 586 31.279 3.805 18.019 800 8 

2 52 13 22 586 31.276 4.125 18.380 800 8 

3 52 13 22 586 31.317 4.042 18.203 800 8 

5.4.0  1 38 47 20 530 31.329 3.118 22.300 754 8 

2 38 48 20 530 31.283 3.345 22.319 767 8 

3 38 46 20 532 31.167 2.942 21.937 756 8 

 

4.1.3 Scenario 3: User Can Search a Location with a Large Amount of Social Media 

This scenario is the same test as scenario two but with an area where more social media 

content is expected. New York city is one of the most consistently social media generating 

locations found in the Echosec application. Further, the large variety of social media provides a 

higher likelihood that the application will reach the limits for search operations which recursively 

mine groups of social media. 

Table 4.3: Scenario 3 Results 
RELEASE/RUN ASYNC  

CALLS 
API 

CALLS 
DB 

WRITES 
DB 

READS 
DURATION NON-BLOCKING 

PROCESS TIME 
TOTAL 

PROCESS TIME 
SPANS TRACES 

2.1.1  1 43 27 68 1679 43.515 11.309 45.797 2058 4 

2 43 27 66 1437 44.070 10.188 41.396 1768 4 

3 43 27 66 1442 44.105 10.385 39.747 1774 4 

2.6.0  1 42 27 54 1580 44.392 11.061 47.198 1937 4 

2 42 27 54 1585 43.911 10.735 46.542 1943 4 

3 42 27 54 1585 44.406 10.565 46.682 1943 4 

3.0.2  1 38 25 48 1170 44.560 8.801 35.535 1440 4 

1 38 25 48 1165 43.768 8.582 34.291 1434 4 

2 38 25 49 1167 43.978 8.407 32.077 1441 5 

3 38 25 48 1180 43.362 8.775 34.775 1452 4 

4.0.4  1 50 19 43 762 31.056 10.813 35.659 1096 8 
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2 50 19 43 762 31.067 11.252 35.696 1096 8 

3 50 19 43 764 31.034 11.039 35.878 1099 8 

4.10.0  1 62 6 24 428 31.504 15.486 25.459 629 10 

2 62 8 25 444 31.418 15.329 25.539 655 8 

3 62 13 32 386 31.511 16.674 25.887 585 8 

4 62 8 26 451 31.423 15.194 25.496 661 12 

4.21.0  1 52 13 23 594 31.248 5.460 20.122 813 8 

2 52 13 23 596 31.264 5.459 21.006 816 8 

3 52 13 23 600 31.259 5.631 21.378 822 8 

5.4.0  1 38 111 21 553 31.284 4.395 34.824 853 8 

2 38 111 21 553 31.271 4.458 36.265 853 8 

3 38 109 21 551 31.318 4.324 36.117 848 8 

 

4.1.4 Scenario 4: User Can Search a Keyword with a Moderate Amount of Social 
Media 

This scenario has the same setup at scenario 2 and scenario 3 but uses a keyword search 

parameter instead of a location parameter. Keyword searches query different endpoints and 

different social media networks than location searches. By covering both location and keyword 

searches a good coverage of all content retrieval functions in the system is achieved. 

Table 4.4: Scenario 4 Results 
RELEASE/RUN ASYNC  

CALLS 
API 

CALLS 
DB 

WRITES 
DB 

READS 
DURATION NON-BLOCKING 

PROCESS TIME 
TOTAL 

PROCESS TIME 
SPANS TRACES 

2.1.1  1 46 30 75 1565 43.008 8.582 52.809 1949 4 

2 46 30 78 1802 95.274 9.488 55.394 2238 4 

3 46 30 76 1565 95.188 8.939 51.706 1951 4 

2.6.0  1 45 30 61 1609 96.415 8.451 55.540 1989 4 

2 45 30 61 1614 96.283 10.282 52.953 1998 4 

3 45 30 60 1599 43.980 8.286 52.965 1972 4 

3.0.2 1 41 26 55 1262 43.141 7.967 44.516 1570 4 

2 41 26 55 1252 44.512 7.666 45.046 1558 4 

3 41 26 56 1269 44.431 7.404 44.958 1583 5 

4.0.4  1 52 20 44 675 30.308 5.695 37.606 1002 4 

2 52 20 44 673 30.334 5.875 38.366 999 4 

3 52 20 44 675 30.308 5.723 38.806 1002 4 

4.10.0  1 65 7 27 312 30.496 14.825 25.652 498 9 
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2 65 13 32 290 30.556 19.258 29.442 478 5 

3 65 6 23 256 30.509 14.278 26.465 418 4 

4 65 8 27 302 30.533 14.080 25.996 473 4 

4.21.0  1 55 14 24 456 30.478 2.834 20.091 651 4 

2 55 14 24 456 30.510 2.846 19.930 651 4 

3 55 14 23 455 30.479 2.937 23.192 646 4 

5.4.0  1 38 111 25 368 30.431 1.860 32.920 623 4 

2 38 111 24 400 30.435 2.117 33.375 670 4 

3 38 111 24 400 30.427 2.085 34.322 670 4 

 

4.2 Aggregated Scenario Test Results 

For each metric and scenario, the average of each run can be plotted against the release 

version. As a time-series the plot can illustrate trends in overall performance of the application. 

Generally, increases in the metrics can correspond to potential issues in performance, however 

there is some nuance. Service time may increase due to inefficiencies added to the codebase, or 

the application could simply be handling more data. Similarly, the number of database operations 

could increase, but the average duration of a database call may decrease.  

4.2.1 Service Time  

Service time represents two measures; total process time and non-blocked, or self-processing, 

time. Both measures differ from test duration as they represent the total time all processes in 

the collected traces spent running. Unlike duration, these measures are not as strongly effected 

by network delays and other timing considerations in the front-end client. Non-blocked process 

time removes all time that each process spent blocked by a synchronous request to another 

process. represents the total amount of time that all processes spent on their own service time. 
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Figure 4.1: Execution Time of User Login and Root Page Load by Release 

 

Overall, the initial load time of the application has decreased over time. This is in part due to 

significant refactoring and optimization efforts introduced between release 2.6.1 and 4.0.4. The 

effects of these refactoring efforts can be seen in Figure 4.1. Release 4.10.0 introduced 

LaunchDarkly, an external dependency for feature testing that increased the load time marginally. 

Similarly, the increase in release 5.4.0 may be due to a new user help centre that was added. 

Overall the load time is slowly bloating following the initial optimization efforts and new 

refactoring efforts are not likely needed for a number of major releases unless large changes are 

made. 
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Figure 4.2: Execution Time of Location Search by Release - Victoria BC 

 

Figure 4.3: Execution Time of Location Search by Release - New York, NY 
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Execution time of location searches appears to be continually increasing with each release. 

Differences between non-blocked and total process time suggest that the increase in time is due 

to increased time blocked synchronous calls. This could be the result of increased API call wait 

times or increased database wait times; both warrant investigation. Keyword search execution 

times show similar results, suggesting that this is a general behavior of the search system, and 

not specific to the location-based search operation. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Execution Time of Keyword Search by Release – “test” 

 

4.2.2 Database Write Operations  

Similar to process time, database write operations decreased during the last major refactor 

effort in the application but have risen steadily since then. This trend is consistent across all test 

scenarios. 
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Figure 4.5: Database Write Operations of User Login and Root Page Load by 

Release 

 

Figure 4.6: Database Write Operations of Location Search by Release - Victoria, BC 
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Figure 4.7: Database Write Operations of Location Search - New York, NY 

 

Figure 4.8: Database Write Operations of Keyword Search by Release – “test” 
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4.2.3 Database Read Operations  

Database read operations have risen significantly since release 3.0.2. The initial refactoring 

effort made some impact on the database read operations for simple operations such as login and 

initial page load. 

 
Figure 4.9: Database Read Operations of User Login and Root Page Load by Release 

 

However, for more complex operations like search, database read operations have grown 

substantially since the refactor and have long since surpassed the reduction that it effected. 
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Figure 4.10: Database Read Operations of Location Search by Release - Victoria, BC 

 
Figure 4.11: Database Read Operations of Location Search by Release - New York, 

NY 
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Figure 4.12: Database Read Operations of Keyword Search by Release – “test” 

 

Further investigation into timing distribution of database calls is covered later in this chapter. 

The vast majority of these database calls are highly efficient, quick calls on indexed tables.. This 

trend also demonstrates an increased dependence on the database, which may make database 

connection pooling difficult down the line. 

 

4.2.4 External API Call Count 

External API call count is the likely culprit for increased process time in operations. As 

previously mentioned, adding LaunchDarkly as an external dependency in release 4.0 increased 

the API call count from zero to two for login and initial page load. It is unlikely that this will 

increase unless more services like LaunchDarkly are added. 
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Figure 4.13: External API Call Count of User Login and Root Page Load by Release 

 

External API calls follow a slightly confusing pattern for the search action. Early releases of 

the application made many, small duration calls to certain APIs. These API calls were batched 

or eliminated in the 3.0 refactor. Since then the number of API calls the system has relied on has 

increased. Though the rate at which new API calls are added to the system is declining with each 

release. 
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Figure 4.14: External API Call Count of Location Search by Release - Victoria, BC 

 

Figure 4.15: External API Call Count of Location Search by Release - New York, NY 
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Figure 4.16: External API Call Count of Keyword Search by Release – “test” 

 
From these measures, it is unclear if API calls alone are the culprit for the increased blocking 

time. If they are the culprit, it is likely that it is a small number of calls that are making up the 

increase in process time. 

 

4.2.5 Async Operation Count 

Asynchronous operation count represents the number of job queue dispatches that are 

processed in the trace. As the Echosec platform is written in PHP, each process runs 

synchronously, so the only concurrent actions occur using the job dispatch system. 
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As shown in Figure 4.17, the login and initial page load operation do not dispatch any jobs; 

however, the search operation makes extensive use of the job queue to make data retrieval 

concurrent. 

 

Figure 4.17: Job Queue Dispatch Count of User Login and Root Page Load by 

Release 

 

The job queue dispatch count is one of the most insightful measures collected from these tests. 

The number of job queue dispatches generated by a search operation increases substantially from 

release 2.0 through to release 3.0.2. The refactoring and optimization efforts in release 3.0 and 

4.0 were largely motivated by performance issues discovered with the job queue. 
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Figure 4.18: Job Queue Dispatch Count of Location Search by Release - Victoria, 

BC 

 

Figure 4.19: Job Queue Dispatch Count of Location Search by Release - New York, 

NY 
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Figure 4.20: Job Queue Dispatch Count of Keyword Search by Release - "test" 

 

The job queue dispatch rate clearly shows an unsustainable rate of increase release by release. 

A large re-architecture was undertaken between release 3.0 and 4.10 where a large number of 

the job queue dispatches were replaced by a post-processing pipeline operation. This operation 

consolidated a large number of queue jobs, reducing overhead substantially. However, it relies 

heavily on database operations as a trade-off. The increase on database reads and writes can also 

be seen clearly in the result data. 

4.2.6 Span Count 

Span count is less indicative of any specific application performance characteristic. In the 

Echosec distributed tracing implementation, spans represent any operation that crosses a process 

boundary. As such, increases in the number of spans correlate to an increasingly large, or 

interdependent distributed system. 
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Figure 4.21: Span Count of User Login and Root Page Load by Release 

 

Figure 4.22: Span Count of Location Search by Release - Victoria, BC 
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Figure 4.23: Span Count of Location Search by Release - New York, NY 

 

Figure 4.24: Span Count of Keyword Search by Release - "test" 
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The increase in number of spans is mildly concerning, however it appears that the rate of 

increase has slowed with the last few releases. 

4.3 Extracted Interaction Tree from a Scenario 

In addition to high fidelity aggregate performance models, Conflux generates the timing profiles 

of operations necessary for simulation. Figure 4.25 shows an example of the output generated for 

the timing tree generated from a trace of the /api/v1/geocode/autocomplete endpoint on release 

4.10.0. 

 

Figure 4.25: Example Output of Interaction Tree Node 

  "id": "1648058307", 
  "trace_id": "3f5581a21edd467c1c3a785984114000", 
  "service_name": "phoenix", 
  "operation_name": "/api/v1/geocode/autocomplete", 
  "start_time": 1551041943306838, 
  "duration": 195869, 
  "children": [...], 
  "async_children": [], 
  "process_id": "7", 
  "timing": { 
    "self_duration": 83836, 
    "blocked_duration": 112033, 
    "percent_self_duration": 0.4280207689833511, 
    "events": [ 
      { 
        "id": "666237618", 
        "service": "postgres", 
        "process": null, 
        "task": "connect", 
        "type": "blocking", 
        "blocking_duration": 2915, 
        "relative_ts": 61310 
      }, 
      ... 
      { 
        "id": "111244396", 
        "service": "postgres", 
        "process": null, 
        "task": "select * from \"subscriptions\" where \"subscriptions\".\"user_id\" 
= ? and \"subscriptions\".\"user_id\" is not null order by \"created_at\" desc", 
        "type": "blocking", 
        "blocking_duration": 469, 
        "relative_ts": 71821 
      }, 
      { 
        "id": "888721827", 
        "service": "external-/maps/api/place/autocomplete/json", 
        "process": null, 
        "task": "GET", 
        "type": "blocking", 
        "blocking_duration": 102666, 
        "relative_ts": 78999 
      } 
    ] 

  } 
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In this example, the API operation has a duration of 195ms and makes a number of calls to 

external sources. In the timing metadata, 42.8% of the API parent task’s process time is spent 

blocked on calls to other services. A timeline of the child event dispatches exists in the 

timing.events dictionary. After 61ms of self-processing time relative to the received request the 

application connects to the Postgres database. A number of calls are made to the Postgres 

database and the event log has been shortened for clarity. The final call to the database, 

requesting the user subscription to determine if the user has the appropriate subscription to make 

a request, is made after 71.8ms of self-processing. That task takes 0.47ms to complete, then 7ms 

later the application makes an external API call to /maps/api/place/autocomplete/json. This 

call takes 102.6ms to complete, and the application returns shortly after. 

4.3.1 Extracted Operation Timings for Simulation Parameters 

Utilizing the operation timings endpoint, the timing events of each task are updated, grouped 

by service and operation. Over multiple runs for each release this provides a distribution of several 

timings. First the distribution of the self-processing time of each operation can be computed on 

all the operation samples. 
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Figure 4.26: Self Time Histograms of Database Operations 

 

The histograms above show the self-processing time (service time) for four most commonly 

used database operations performed in the test runs. Interdependence of self-processing time was 

not tested as samples are aggregated from all runs of the same release. However, an 

autocorrelation test could be done within a single trace. Determining a theoretical distribution 

for service time is outside the scope of this thesis. However, it is relatively easy for many 

operations to fit an expected distribution automatically using a generic maximum likelihood 

estimator provided there is confidence of independence between samples. An additional difficulty 

to address in automatic fitting of distribution parameters is the potential variety of distributions. 

While the database calls tended to provide consistent patterns, other operations such as the 

Pusher web-socket API or Twitter search API suggest clearly different distributions. 
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Figure 4.27: Self Time Distributions of External API Calls 

 

4.3.2 Modelling Request Dispatch Times 

Where an operation has child events, the distribution of self-processing time between dispatch 

events can be modelled on the subsets where the dispatch event set is the same. Table 4.5 shows 

the dispatch time of named events in milli-seconds. As the application evolves some named events 

are introduced, while others are removed. 
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Table 4.5: Message Event Times for Geocoder Autocomplete Operation 
RELEASE/RUN CONNECT 

 
SET UTF SET PUB S. USER S.ROLE S. TEAM S.USER S.SUB EXT 

GEO 

2.1.1  1 66.02 66.07 66.26  71.86 78.09 79.99 81.15 86.80 
2 63.42 63.46 63.60  68.41 71.65 73.23 74.35 94.13 
3 62.19 62.23 62.36  66.21 69.83 71.41 72.58  

2.6.0  1 80.10 80.14 80.28  84.19 87.52 89.73 90.79  
2 97.50 97.60 97.78  102.88 107.43 110.21 111.57  
3 108.47 108.52 108.67  113.08 116.54 118.30 119.41  

3.0.2  1 84.15 84.58 84.76 85.02 90.19     
1 79.51 79.87 80.07 80.40 85.11     
2 85.05 85.29 85.43 85.69 90.49     
3 85.12 85.36 85.49 85.74 90.52     

4.0.4  1 25.84 26.10 26.27 26.45 28.18     
2 22.79 23.02 23.15 23.30 25.23     
3 23.19 23.42 23.57 23.76 25.52     

4.10.0  1 28.63 28.95 29.13 29.38 31.70    34.05 
2 37.14 37.47 37.73 37.99 40.28    42.50 
3 26.09 26.25 26.38 26.53 27.93    29.32 
4 26.00 26.19 26.35 26.55 28.95    30.48 

4.21.0  1 31.37 31.62 31.80 32.02 35.03    37.57 
2 32.68 32.92 33.05 33.23 35.36    37.01 
3 45.32 45.69 45.88 46.16 48.34    50.23 

5.4.0  1 43.95 44.13 44.31 44.49     46.82 
2 29.67 29.92 30.07 30.33     32.82 
3 33.13 33.36 33.47 33.66     35.92 
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Most apparent from Table 4.5 is that the execution pattern of the operation changed 

significantly between release 2.6.0 and 3.0.2. The distribution of the parent operation service 

time itself is also of relevance as it gives some indication of the frequency of different conditional 

code paths within the application. Figure 4.28 shows the service time collected from runs that 

shared a consistent call pattern except whether the external geocoder service was queried. The 

call to the external geocoder service is backed by a cache and is only called if the cache does not 

provide a result. There is a distinct bi-modal distribution with cache-leveraging responses running 

under 60ms and query-leveraging responses running over 80ms. 

 

 

Figure 4.28: Service Time Distribution of Geocoder API Operation 
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Chapter 5  

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

5.1 Insights from Scenario Trace Measurement 

Release-by-release time series comparison of scenario measures yielded a number of insights. 

Primarily, this system would have predicted a steady and unsustainable increase of queue 

dispatches likely several months before production performance issues prompted a re-architecture. 

Similarly, the measures demonstrate that a re-architecture has not taken place since the 3.0 to 

4.0 work. Current trends suggest a steady increase in processing time. The increase steadily 

increased dependence on an open database connection informs the development team that the 

next major scaling issue may involve the database, and this issue may be exacerbated by increasing 

parallelism. This insight was shared with the development team at Echosec, who concur with the 

assessment. 

Integration with the CI/CD pipeline provides additional peace of mind in the development 

process. Any code change that drastically changes the performance characteristics of the system 

can be flagged during the review process. Typically, this insight is only gained during intensive 

manual release testing on the staging environment, or worse in production and communicated 

through customer feedback. 

5.2 Applying Conflux to a Production Environment 

Currently Conflux relies on an isolated, controlled environment to collect appropriate trace 

data. This limits the deployment to a staging environment within the CI/CD pipeline. The primary 

obstruction causing this is the reliance on a time window to collect traces. As all traces within 
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the acceptance test time window are considered to be part of the traced activity, the system can 

only run one activity at a time and must ensure that no other system operations are running at 

the time of the test. If Conflux were extended to inject a header similar to the X-Trace context 

propagation header at the automated browser test, each trace relevant to the acceptance test 

could be marked, and multiple actions could be run at the same time. In combination with an 

intelligent trace sampling method to keep the number of collected traces manageable, would 

allow Conflux to be deployed to production. 

5.3 Simulating Systems at Scale 

The service time distribution and automatic network building provide a framework that can be 

used for simulation. Though not within the scope of this thesis, the results from the automated 

testing apparatus are consistent enough to model component service time and message dispatch 

time distributions. Combining this data with a simulation system like OmNet++ could allow for 

low cost simulation of a real-world distributed system at-scale. 

5.3.1 Simulating the Network Queuing Model 

For the scope of this thesis, a number of assumptions have been made about the collected 

trace data. The largest assumption being that the network behaves with consistent delay in the 

low utilization test environment and that each traced event in the system has a constant sized 

payload based on the average payload size. In order to make the model more accurate, more 

investigation into extracting network delay from connection latency and service time is required. 

Additionally, the tracing application would need to collect a distribution of network payload sizes 

between servers, especially in the database connection pool. 

Another challenge in considering simulation of the network is dynamic auto-scaling. In the 

Echosec application, the number of web server nodes will be automatically increased or decreased 

by AWS elastic beanstalk based on certain health checks. A correct simulation would need to 
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consider these health checks and correctly model the transition period as the new nodes are 

brought up and down. 

Once these issues are addressed, the simulations could easily be extended to cover “what-if” 

scenarios for both performance and cost analysis. Software infrastructure budgets are becoming 

a larger and larger portion of cost of goods sold for many software-as-a-service companies. 

Forecasting infrastructure costs based on a predicted demand is a research area with deep industry 

interest. 

5.3.2 Applying the Methodology to Serverless Deployments 

So far, the research in this thesis has focused on instrumenting and simulating a distributed 

system deployed either in containers or machines in a virtualized environment. Recently many 

reactive applications have started to move further into the managed cloud towards serverless 

deployment. Serverless simply refers to the transparent management of server resources by the 

public cloud providers, allowing for improved scaling capacity. Replacing the database and cache 

dependencies with queue backed instances of AWS dynamoDB and Aurora would provide a 

massively improved scaling capacity for applications like the ones considered in this thesis. As a 

result, much of the existing consideration around scaling capacity and planning becomes a moot 

point as scaling is handled automatically by the cloud provider. However new challenges are 

brought on by this shift, such as unpredictable start times caused by elasticity management on 

the cloud provider side, also known as “cold starts” [55].   

In this case, the research presented here still has two very pertinent benefits. Primarily, the 

consideration of scaling shifts from capacity and ability to cost. In serverless development, poorly 

understood functions are capable of scaling to costs of tens of thousands of dollars very quickly. 

Companies like Epsagon have focused their tracing efforts for serverless on helping organizations 

predict the costs of their architectures, which becomes increasingly variable with serverless. The 
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other benefit is in understanding where latency in the application is being generated and using 

the data to improve the performance of existing endpoints over time as it scales. 
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Appendix A 

The following code is taken from the OpenCensus tracing implementation in the Echosec 

Phoenix application. The Echosec codebase is proprietary and so is not available for this thesis. 

This excerpt is reproduced with the permission of Echosec for the purpose of this thesis. 

<?php 
 
namespace App\Providers; 
 
use Illuminate\Support\ServiceProvider; 
 
use OpenCensus\Trace\Exporter\JaegerExporter; 
use OpenCensus\Trace\Integrations\PDO; 
use OpenCensus\Trace\Integrations\IntegrationInterface; 
use OpenCensus\Trace\Propagator\HttpHeaderPropagator; 
use OpenCensus\Trace\Tracer; 
use OpenCensus\Trace\Span; 
use GuzzleHttp\Client; 
use GuzzleHttp\ClientInterface; 
 
use Illuminate\Support\Facades\Log; 
use Illuminate\Cache\Repository as Cache; 
use Illuminate\Events\Dispatcher; 
use Illuminate\Support\Facades\Queue; 
use Illuminate\Queue\Events\JobProcessed; 
use Illuminate\Queue\Events\JobProcessing; 
use Illuminate\Queue\Events\JobFailed; 
 
use Illuminate\Support\Arr; 
use Illuminate\Queue\QueueManager; 
use Illuminate\Queue\RedisQueue as BaseQueue; 
use Illuminate\Queue\Connectors\RedisConnector as BaseConnector; 
 
use Pusher\Pusher; 
 
const TRACE_KEY = "TRACE_CONTEXT"; 
const TRACE_OPTIONS = [ 
    "host" => "jaeger", 
]; 
 
class RedisQueue extends BaseQueue  
{ 
    /** 
     * Create a payload array from the given job and data. 
     * 
     * @param  string  $job 
     * @param  mixed   $data 
     * @return Array 
     */ 
    protected function createPayloadArray($job, $data = '')  
    {    
        $payload = parent::createPayloadArray($job, $data); 
        if ($context = Tracer::spanContext() ) { 
            if (method_exists($job, 'displayName')) { 
                Tracer::addMessageEvent( 
                    $job->displayName(), 
                    $payload['id'] 
                ); 
            } 
            $propagator = new HttpHeaderPropagator(null, TRACE_KEY); 
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            $payload += [ 
                TRACE_KEY => $propagator->formatter()->serialize($context) 
            ]; 
        } 
        return $payload; 
    } 
} 
 
class RedisConnector extends BaseConnector 
{ 
    /** 
     * Establish a queue connection. 
     * 
     * @param  array  $config 
     * @return RedisQueue 
     */ 
    public function connect(array $config) 
    { 
        return new RedisQueue( 
            $this->redis, $config['queue'], 
            Arr::get($config, 'connection', $this->connection), 
            Arr::get($config, 'retry_after', 60), 
            Arr::get($config, 'block_for', null) 
        ); 
    } 
} 
 
class Guzzle implements IntegrationInterface 
{ 
    /** 
     * Static method to add instrumentation to Guzzle http synchronous requests 
     */ 
    public static function load() 
    { 
        if (!extension_loaded('opencensus')) { 
            trigger_error('opencensus extension required to load Guzzle integrations.', 
E_USER_WARNING); 
            return; 
        } 
 
        $version = ClientInterface::VERSION; 
        switch ($version[0]) { 
            case '5': 
                self::loadGuzzle5(); 
                break; 
            case '6': 
                self::loadGuzzle6(); 
                break; 
            default: 
                throw new \Exception("Version '$version' not supported"); 
        } 
    } 
 
    /** 
     * Add Guzzle 5 specific integrations 
     */ 
    protected static function loadGuzzle5() 
    { 
        // public function send(RequestInterface $request) 
        opencensus_trace_method(Client::class, 'send', function ($scope, $request) { 
            return [ 
                'attributes' => [ 
                    'method' => $request->getMethod(), 
                    'uri' => $request->getUrl() 
                ], 
                'kind' => Span::KIND_CLIENT 
            ]; 
        }); 
    } 
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    /** 
     * Add Guzzle 6 specific integrations 
     */ 
    protected static function loadGuzzle6() 
    { 
        // public function send(RequestInterface $request, array $options = []) 
        opencensus_trace_method(Client::class, 'send', function ($scope, $request) { 
            return [ 
                'attributes' => [ 
                    'method' => $request->getMethod(), 
                    'uri' => (string)$request->getUri() 
                ], 
                'kind' => Span::KIND_CLIENT 
            ]; 
        }); 
 
        // public function request($method, $uri = '', array $options = []) 
        opencensus_trace_method(Client::class, 'request', function ($scope, $method, 
$uri) { 
            return [ 
                'attributes' => [ 
                    'method' => $method, 
                    'uri' => $uri 
                ], 
                'kind' => Span::KIND_CLIENT 
            ]; 
        }); 
    } 
} 
 
class OpenCensusProvider extends ServiceProvider 
{ 
    /** 
     * Bootstrap the application services. 
     * 
     * @return void 
     */ 
    public function boot() 
    { 
        //This should not be loaded ever if we're just running unit tests 
        if ($this->app->runningUnitTests()) { 
            Log::info('openCensus will not load'); 
            return;  
        } 
 
        /* keep request handler in the provider scope so we can close the 
           trace when we're done */ 
        $handler = null; 
        $scope = null; 
 
        Queue::before( 
            function (JobProcessing $event) use (&$handler, &$scope) { 
                $payload = json_decode($event->job->getRawBody(), true); 
                $spanName = $event->job->resolveName(); 
                if (is_null($handler)) { 
                    $options = ['name' => $spanName]; 
                    if (array_key_exists(TRACE_KEY, $payload)) { 
                        Log::debug('queue event ' . $spanName . ' has trace ' . 
$payload[TRACE_KEY]); 
                        $options = $options + [ 
                            'propagator' => new HttpHeaderPropagator(null, TRACE_KEY), 
                            'headers' => [ 
                                TRACE_KEY => $payload[TRACE_KEY], 
                            ],     
                        ]; 
                    } 
                    $handler = Tracer::start( 
                        new JaegerExporter('phoenix-worker', TRACE_OPTIONS),  
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                        $options 
                    ); 
                    $pid = (string) getmypid(); 
                    Tracer::addAttribute('process_id', $pid); 
                    Tracer::addAttribute('queue_id', $payload['id']); 
                } 
            } 
        ); 
 
        Queue::after( 
            function (JobProcessed $event) use (&$scope) { 
                if ($scope) { 
                    $scope->close(); 
                    $scope->null(); 
                } 
            } 
        ); 
 
        Queue::failing( 
            function (JobFailed $event) use (&$handler, &$scope) { 
                Log::debug('queue event failed: ' . $event->job->resolveName()); 
                if (!is_null($handler)) { 
                    Tracer::addAttribute('failed', $event->exception->getMessage()); 
                } 
                if (!is_null($scope)) { 
                    $scope->close(); 
                    $scope = null; 
                } 
            } 
        ); 
 
        Queue::looping( 
            function () use (&$handler) { 
                if (!is_null($handler)) { 
                    $handler->onExit(); 
                    $handler = null; 
                    if (extension_loaded('opencensus')) { 
                        opencensus_trace_clear();     
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        ); 
 
        /* Laravel endpoints are always front facing for now 
            No need to check for span propagation, so we're gonna 
            name the root span the endpoint minus the query string */ 
        if (array_key_exists('REQUEST_URI', $_SERVER)) { 
            $spanName = strtok($_SERVER['REQUEST_URI'], '?'); 
            $handler = Tracer::start( 
                new JaegerExporter('phoenix', TRACE_OPTIONS),  
                [ 
                    'name' => $spanName, 
                ] 
            ); 
            $pid = (string) getmypid(); 
            Tracer::addAttribute('process_id', $pid); 
     
        }  
 
        // Enable OpenCensus extension integrations 
        $trace_pusher_broadcast = false; 
        $trace_event_dispatch = false; 
        $trace_cache = false; 
        if (extension_loaded('opencensus')) { 
            PDO::load(); 
            Guzzle::load(); 
            $trace_pusher_broadcast = true; 
            $trace_event_dispatch = false; 
            $trace_cache = false; 
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        } 
 
        if ($trace_pusher_broadcast) { 
            opencensus_trace_method(Pusher::class, 'trigger', function ($scope, 
$channels, $event, $data, $socket_id = null, $debug = false, $already_encoded = false) { 
                return [ 
                    'name' => 'Pusher::trigger', 
                    'attributes' => [ 'event' => $event ], 
                ]; 
            }); 
        } 
 
        // Track some cache requests (all requests go to Redis no matter what) 
        if ($trace_cache) { 
            opencensus_trace_method(Cache::class, 'get', function ($scope, $key) { 
                return [ 
                    'name' => 'Cache::get', 
                    'attributes' => [ 'key' => $key ], 
                ]; 
            }); 
            opencensus_trace_method(Cache::class, 'many', function ($scope, $key) { 
                return [ 
                    'name' => 'Cache::many', 
                    'attributes' => [ 'key' => $key ], 
                ]; 
            }); 
            opencensus_trace_method(Cache::class, 'put', function ($scope, $key) { 
                return [ 
                    'name' => 'Cache::put', 
                    'attributes' => [ 'key' => $key ], 
                ]; 
            }); 
            opencensus_trace_method(Cache::class, 'putmany', function ($scope, $key) { 
                return [ 
                    'name' => 'cCache::putmany', 
                    'attributes' => [ 'key' => $key ], 
                ]; 
            }); 
            opencensus_trace_method(Cache::class, 'add', function ($scope, $key) { 
                return [ 
                    'name' => 'Cache::add', 
                    'attributes' => [ 'key' => $key ], 
                ]; 
            }); 
            opencensus_trace_method(Cache::class, 'increment', function ($scope, $key) { 
                return [ 
                    'name' => 'Cache::increment', 
                    'attributes' => [ 'key' => $key ], 
                ]; 
            }); 
            opencensus_trace_method(Cache::class, 'decrement', function ($scope, $key) { 
                return [ 
                    'name' => 'Cache::decrement', 
                    'attributes' => [ 'key' => $key ], 
                ]; 
            }); 
        } 
     
        //Event Dispatch 
        if ($trace_event_dispatch) { 
            opencensus_trace_method(Dispatcher::class, 'Event::dispatch', function 
($scope, $event) { 
                return [ 
                    'name' => $event 
                ]; 
            }); 
        }         
    } 
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    /** 
     * Register the application services. 
     * 
     * @return void 
     */ 
    public function register() 
    { 
        $this->app->resolving(QueueManager::class, function ($manager) { 
            $manager->addConnector('redis', function () { 
                return new RedisConnector($this->app['redis']); 
            }); 
        }); 
    } 
} 
 

 


